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Issue #5: “Everybody must get ZIned”

As it happens, I only thought previous zines were cutting it a bit 

close. This time I’m totally down to the wire and that’s entirely due 

to me. Therefore this foreword will be the shortest of all time. 

I’d like to dedicate this issue to my late friend Shane Patrick Boyle. His infectious 

enthusiasm for all things zine put me on the path to making my own and here we 

are fi ve issues in, with no end in sight. Thanks, Shane!

Patrick Brooks

Editor

hey everybody... Let’s make a zine!
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Another Halloween Has Come and Gone
by Davis Brooks

H alloween has always been my favorite holiday. I’ve always had some

attraction to the realm of the scary and spooky, and Halloween was a 

day that celebrated all of this –with candy, no less. And every year, without 

fail, I transformed the yard into a miraculous display of commercialism, and 

diverted my neighbors from their binge-watching by demanding a trick or 

a treat. For some reason, they always gave me the treat. And I did this, year 

after year, performing it with the piety of the most devout disciple. 

Every year, except for this year. I have come to realize that my childhood is 

slowly slipping through my fi ngers. While I may still be a 9 year old, I am in 

the body of a 14 year old, and those who had once handed me candy with-

out batting an eye are now, to use a term from my AP Human Geography 

class, pressuring me in a forced migration past the gates of innocence and 

security. I am being thrust into a larger world, one in which I’m not sure I 

am ready to inhabit. 

And so to all you adult readers, let this newer generation tarry in a place of 

momentary security. Th e world of 2017 is a harsh place, and we will soon 

have to face the weight of the world on our shoulders. So perhaps you could 

let us go out Trick-or-Treating for a little while longer.  

Happy Halloween. 
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Halloween 2014
by Patrick Brooks
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C
onventional angel wisdom has that everyone has a guardian angel 

assigned to them before birth. Th is guardian angel may intervene in 

events large and small but mostly waits for requests. If the angel is 

not asked, the angel presumes that the human wants to remain a lone opera-

tor. Although not necessary, with an assistant, you may be able to visualize 

your guardian angel using the instructions in the next paragraph. Th e assis-

tant should wait until you well and truly complete one step before moving 

to the next. Take your time.

Sit on a chair with your feet fl at on the fl oor and bring your mind to the 

present. Close your eyes and have someone you trust slowly read to you 

the step by step instructions as follows: (1) Imagine a shaft of light coming 

to earth through a hole in a cloudy sky. (2) Imagine traveling through that 

shaft of light up to the heavens until you arrive above the clouds. (3) When 

you get above the cloud visualize a large doorway with an open door. (4) 

Imagine going into that doorway and, on the other side of the room inside 

that doorway, there is your guardian angel. Now describe this angel as it 

occurs to you. Color. Appearance. Countenance (smiling, frowning, warrior, 

nurturing). Size. Gender, if any. Describe out loud, without editing, what 

you see and any other impressions.

Visualizing your angel is not necessary before you start to communicate.

How
 to Have a Conversation

w
ith Your Guardian Angel

To begin, communicating with your angel in writing is better for many. 

Write to your angel on a piece of paper as you would write any letter, “Dear 

Guardian Angel”... Angels like to be recognized and thanked for something 

you feel they have done for you. Particularly, when you start getting your 

written requests answered, acknowledge and thank the angel for what the 

angel has done. Th en make your written request of the angel. Your angel 

works only with you, so a request to “Make my husband do the dishes” is 

not something in the angel’s portfolio. I have found that the answer to my 

request is often a surprise but clearly an answer. Th en, end the letter with 

the condition that the answer to your request be “for the good of all con-

cerned.”

Put the letter in an envelope with “Guardian Angel” written on the outside. 

Th en store the letter(s) in a designated place and wait for the answer. If you 

go back to your letters from months or years ago, you will be astonished at 

the results. An example follows:

Dear Guardian Angel,

Th ank you for the healing I have experienced so far. I do feel much better 

than I did and more than was expected at the time.

Please, Guardian Angel, I would like to be well enough to be able to go 

to visit my sons at college in Austin.

For the good of all concerned,

Peggy McDonald

Some prefer to communicate with the angel with an imaged or oral dialog. 

Th at is for another discussion.

Next zine, I’ll let you know if I managed to make it to Austin. l
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Four Poems
by Anna V Phillips

No Place for Heroes
Today I saw fear,

Felt every nerve respond

to faint battle cries

as each one fell heavily.

It was no place for Heroes.

3rd March 2017

Making Poison
Add a pinch of this,

then sprinkle some of that.

A teaspoon of the other helps,

when you add a bit of bad.

If you have a bit more worse,

throw that in the pot.

Before you know it, 

bubbles simmer.

Making poison, 

makes me shiver.

21st July 2017

THE POWER OF SILENCE
Amidst surrounding bustling life

they gather together and gently settle

quietly ‘centering’ busy thoughts.

Twenty, thirty, sometimes more

patiently wait and gladly absorb

the Peace that cloaks the Meeting Room.

Each person refl ects, considers, thinks

their private meditations safe

no one need know an others’ thoughts.

Th e powerful silence protects the room

and the gathered group, in prayer -

Meeting for Worship, my sanctuary.

15th September 2017
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I’m on my north-bound evening commute from 

the Texas Medical Center. I’m listening to my 

iPad in my typical fashion when some guy gets on 

the train and seems quite agitated. I don’t know 

what he’s rambling about until I take off  my 

headphones and listen. I guess we must have 

been around McGowen station or so.

He says that when he was downtown 

that all of the power for all of the 

buildings around him failed all at 

once for about 30 seconds. He was 

on the phone and it included the power 

to his phone as well. 

Everything went black.

He proceeded to ask folks on the train if he was going crazy or if anyone else had 

experienced this as well. I told him that very defi nitely this did not happen in the 

Texas Medical Center but that we had our own power plant.

Eventually the two women behind me said that they also saw this but it was not 

clear if they were simply humoring him in order to calm him down.

He kept saying that he was not crazy.

He also opined that even though the Chronicle was a “shitty paper” that they would 

surely cover this but I could fi nd no reference to any such outage the next day in 

that or any other paper online.

I should give a description of how he looked. He was a beefy white guy about my 

age or possibly a bit older. Crew cut hairstyle. Hair mostly gray. He had a hard hat 

and a high-viz orange vest. Under the vest he wore a white t shirt with an American 

fl ag on it. His accent sounded more northern than Texan. Sort of an “Archie Bun-

ker” type - yet more of this time. Dare I say he struck me as an ideal Trump voter?

He was hard to extract information from. I had to ask him three times before he 

would tell me the duration of this mysterious power outage. He was asking for 

directions but similarly it was hard to make him pay attention to the ones I was 

giving.

He asked if I was a teacher and when I replied instead that I was a programmer he 

seemed semi-annoyed. As indeed, he did for all of our discussion.

He also wanted to fi nd out how to get to 18th street. I told him that Cavalcade 

became 20th and that he should perhaps get off  there. He could not supply me with 

any of his desired cross streets on 18th street and seemed peeved that I was asking. 

He initially said that Cavalcade was not far enough, despite my insistence that it 

was paired with 20th and that if he went further north that the numbers would go 

up.

He said that he did not need any more information from me and began to ask the 

ladies that had confi rmed his power outage story. I think they also told him Caval-

cade but he still was not convinced and then took a close look at the Metro rail map 

fi nally deciding that it was Cavalcade after all.

By this time I was in no mood to assist him any more since he had been rather curt 

with me when I was trying to help earlier.

He kept muttering to himself that Cavalcade was right and fi nally got off  at that 

station as I did.

He did eventually walk west on Cavalcade and I was a bit concerned that he’d no-

tice my ride picking me up. I’d be darned if I was going off er him a lift.

So, it seems to me there are several possibilities:

a. Th is guy was just crazy and hallucinated the whole thing.

b. Th e guy was a performance artist/hoaxster and wanted to see how many folks 

he could get to go along with his story.

c. Th e guy was right and there actually was such an incident.

Th e implications of the last one being true seem to me to branch off  into one of 

two areas:

1. Th ere was some sort of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) eff ect that took his phone 

down as well as the power of the downtown buildings. Th e vast conspiracy that 

controls every aspect of our lives saw to it that reports of such an event were 

never shared with the public. Informants on the train shared this tale with their 

state security handlers and Mr. Hard Hat was dealt with by a black ops squad 

at the earliest opportunity.

2. Alternatively, it could have been a glitch in the Matrix that aff ected his part 

of the shared reality of our “brain in a vat” existence. A software patch would 

deployed to prevent future occurrences of that glitch and to remove all traces...

Uh, what were we taking about?

— Absalom J. Fortescue
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Dav Stewart sat on the front porch. He thought about 

how much a car with an autopilot would cost. Probly 

100000 (1 million) he thoght.
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In March of this year came devastating news: my friend Shane 

Patrick Boyle had passed away. It is not an overstatement to say that 

without Shane’s infl uence, I would not have completed one zine, let 

alone fi ve. 

Shane and I met when we both attended UH back in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s, and were both denizens of the late-lamented UC 

Underground. We lost touch after I graduated in ‘92.

I encountered him by chance at a Menil Book Fair approximately 

twenty years later and he recognized me immediately. Impressively, he 

was able to recall writing that I did back in the day and told me in his 

gentle but insistent voice that “Patrick, you should make some zines.”

Th at was all it took. I had struggled with fi nishing any creative works 

for so many years and suddenly I had been given a mission by an 

old friend. I resolved to make a zine for the next Zine Fest Houston 

(which he also told me about). I knew I could not get this done alone 

as it was less than 2 months away so I reached out to my family, 

friends, and neighbors to contribute to an invitational zine and so was 

born hey everybody... Let’s make a zine!

Shane not only got my creative engine started, but he also introduced 

me to a community of like-minded (and sometimes un-like-minded) 

individuals who also felt a strong desire to make their own publica-

tions and I knew that I had found my tribe.

Shane lived a life of frequent hardship but he never let it get him 

down. He always followed the path of his art as a fi rst principle of 

existence. I will always be inspired by his example of a life well-lived.

— Patrick Brooks 
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